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Client: Kent County Council 

1 Site Address Land East of Great Chart Primary School 
Longacre Road 
Singleton 
ASHFORD 
Kent 

TN23 

2 Current Use / 
Description 

Site Use: Open space  

Area:  Approximately 0.57 hectares (ha). 

NGR: 598950, 141490 

3 Current Setting The site is an irregular shaped plot comprise of a main roughly rectangular plot of land 

orientated north to south and a rectangular addition running west from the south west 

corner.  Adjacent areas to the north, east and south are residential properties.  Land to 

the west of the site (and north of the addition) is school playing fields.  The site is 

located in a predominantly residential area of Ashford , in Kent.  

4 Assessment 
Basis (����/����) 

� Site Inspection � Environmental Health Information 

� Map History � Environment Agency Information 

� Environmental Database � Petroleum Licensing Information 

� Planning History � Geology and Hydrogeology 

� Trade Directory Records � Review of Previous Reports 

5 Ground 
Contamination 
Assessment 

The site has remained largely in vacant rural or agricultural land use since 1876. 

No significant potential contaminative sources or pollution incidents associated with the 

site were identified from inspection or  the third party environmental database.   

The site is considered to be located in a moderate sensitivity setting with regard to 

surface water resources given the presence of the drains / open water courses running 

to the west and east of the site and crossing the southwestern extreme of the site.   

The site and surrounds have had no significant industrial history and are underlain by a 

non aquifer.  Surface water drainage crosses part of the extreme south west of the site, 

but the site does not lie within a zoned flood risk area.  

Risk – Development 

The development is unlikely to be restricted by Brownfield issues sites.  

Remediation and protective measures are unlikely to be required.   

 Risk – Contaminated Land Liability 

In terms of Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, based on the site 

history and available data it is unlikely that the site would be determined as 

statutory contaminated land. 

Summary 

For continued use as an open space or redevelopment for residential buildings 

the site is considered to be of low risk in terms of contamination potential based 

on current and historical use.     
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6 Current Use The site is currently occupied by open rural type open space.   

A site inspection indicated a low potential to impact soil and groundwater.   

7 History of the 
Site and 
Surrounding 
Area 

The Site 

The earliest historical records reviewed for the site from 1876 show the site to be vacant 

agricultural land, with an enclosure with buildings to the north, beyond which is further 

agricultural land.  A track from the enclosed land crosses the site at the mid point of the 

western boundary  extending across the site to the south eastern corner of the site.  

Other than the disappearance of the track, and part of drainage system crossing the 

south west corner of the site, it  appears to remains unaltered through to current 

mapping.   

Aerial photographs from 1947 confirm the agricultural use at this time. 

The Surrounds 

The earliest historical records reviewed for the site from 1876 show the site to be 

primarily surrounded by rural land to the south, east and west.   Land approximately 

100m to the north west shows an enclosed building surrounded by a moat.  The 

building is later identified as Singleton Manor. 

By 1898 a “Drain”  is shown to approximately 50m to the east and by the 1960’s a 

drainage system extending south from the moat is shown to the west  By 1968 a drain is 

shown running from the northern boundary of the subject site with a track adjacent to it.  

The drain runs to the east linking up to the drain that runs north - south. , 

Residential development built up around the subject site to the north east, east and 

south through the 1960s, 70sand 80’s and is immediately adjacent to the subject site’s 

northeastern, boundary by 1985.  Residential development is shown immediately 

adjacent to the eastern boundary by 1992 and adjacent to the southern boundary by 

1993. 

The land to the west and north west of the site  has been in agricultural use until the 

early 1990s when it formed school playing fields for Great Chart school.  The school’s 

principal buildings were developed some 10m to 50m to the west of the subject site.   

Subsequent historical mapping does not show any notable changes in land use or 

activities immediately surrounding the site.   

More recent mapping of the site and surrounding area up to the year 2010, does not 

illustrate any significant changes to surrounding land use or activities.    

8 Previous Report 
Review 

No previous Reports were available for review. 

9 Regulatory 

Authority 
Information 

Environmental Database 

According to an independent, third party environmental database, there are no landfills 

or waste transfer facilities within 250m of the site boundary, ie, within the Planning 

Consultation Zone.   

There are six historical landfills listed within 1000m of the site.  Most entries relate to the 

same or related sites some 600m to 800m to the southwest at Chilmington.  Most detail 

is held for the site at Chilmington operated by KCC until the license lapsed in June 

1978.  The site was allowed to take: Chemical Wastes; Construction And Demolition 

Wastes; Excavated Natural Materials; House, Commercial + Industrial Waste; Old 

Vehicles/Machinery.  The site was licensed to take Equal to or greater than 75,000 and 

less than 250,000 tonnes per year.  Due to distance and geology, the waste disposal 

sites are considered not to represent a significant risk to the subject site. 
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There are no active Environmental Permits to operate a Part B installation under the 

PPC Regulations, Integrated Pollution Control and Integrated Pollution Prevention and 

Control Permits listed within the environmental database within 250m of the site.  

The nearest Environmental Permit to operate a Part B installation under the PPC 

Regulations (formerly referred to as LAPPC Permits)  is located approximately 700m to 

the east and is applied to a petrol filling station (PFS).  Due to distance and geology, the 

PFS site is considered not to represent a significant risk to the subject site.  

There are no active discharge consents registered within 250m of the site.  The closest 

active discharge consents is located approximately 600m to the north of the site, for the 

release of treated effluent from domestic premises to surface water. Due to distance 

hydrology and geology, the discharge is considered not to represent a significant risk to 

the subject site. 

No prosecutions or enforcement actions have been taken against the subject site or 

sites within 1000m.  There are however five reported  pollution incidents to controlled 

waters within 500m of the site.  All the incidents are categorised as minor and due to 

distance hydrology and geology, the incidents are considered not to represent a 

significant risk to the subject site. 

There are no Control of Major Accident Hazardous Site (COMAH) sites, Planning 

Hazardous Substance Consent sites, Notification of Installations Handling Hazardous 

Substances (NIHHS) sites or Explosive Sites listed within 1000m.      

There is one environmentally sensitive area identified within 1000m of the site, which is 

Ashford green corridor, located approximately 700m to the north of the site.   

 

Planning Department 

ENVIRON has not requested additional information from the Planning Department  at 

this stage. 

Environmental Health Department 

ENVIRON has not requested additional information from the Environmental Health 

Department, at this stage. 

Petroleum Licensing Authority 

ENVIRON has not requested information from the Petroleum Licensing Authority at this 

stage. 

Environment Agency 

ENVIRON has not requested information from the Environment Agency regarding flood 
information at this stage. 

10 Environmental 
Setting 

Geology/ Hydrogeology 

The EA groundwater vulnerability map confirms that the site is situated on non 

productive strata. 

The site is not situated within a EA designated groundwater Source Protection Zone 

designed to protect the local potable water supply and there are no licensed 

groundwater abstractions within 1000m of the site. 

The site is listed as being in a nitrate sensitive zone but overall can be considered to 

have a low  sensitive with regard to groundwater vulnerability. 
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Hydrology 

From ordnance survey maps, it is evident that the closest surface water features is the   

“Drains”  that crosses the south western portion of the site.    

There is one licensed surface water abstraction within 1km of the site.  The abstraction 

is operated by KCC for Lake and Pond flowthtough, with water taken from the River (Grt 

Stour).   

According to the EA, none of the site area is located in an area at risk of flooding from 

rivers or seas without defences.  

There may also be private (unlicensed) abstractions (that are generally of smaller 

scale). This information can be requested from the Local Authority Environmental 

Health Department who would charge a fee for the search. 
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Kent
Published 1876
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1898
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1908
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1908
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1908
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1931
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1938
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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Kent
Published 1940
Source map scale - 1:10,560
The historical maps shown were reproduced from maps predominantly held
at the scale adopted for England, Wales and Scotland in the 1840`s. In 1854
the 1:2,500 scale was adopted for mapping urban areas; these maps were
used to update the 1:10,560 maps. The published date given therefore is
often some years later than the surveyed date. Before 1938, all OS maps
were based on the Cassini Projection, with independent surveys of a single
county or group of counties, giving rise to significant inaccuracies in outlying
areas. In the late 1940`s, a Provisional Edition was produced, which updated
the 1:10,560 mapping from a number of sources. The maps appear
unfinished - with all military camps and other strategic sites removed. These
maps were initially overprinted with the National Grid. In 1970, the first
1:10,000 maps were produced using the Transverse Mercator Projection. The
revision process continued until recently, with new editions appearing every
10 years or so for urban areas.
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